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Green finance (GF), new infrastructure (NI), and low-carbon green development
play important roles in promoting high-quality economic development in China.
To date, few studies have considered the relationships among GF, NI, and carbon
emission performance (CEP) simultaneously. Using the panel data of 285 Chinese
cities from 2011 to 2021, an improved vertical and horizontal pull-out gearing
method was used to measure the GF and NI composite indices, and the CEP was
measured using the slacks-based measure (SBM) non-expected output model.
Using the panel data fixed-effects model and interactive effect model, it was
found that both GF and NI can effectively enhance urban CEP and produce a
superposition effect, promoting each other to deepen their ability to enhance the
CEP. Heterogeneity analysis showed that the effects of GF and NI are more
notable in eastern China, with a higher degree ofmarketization, policy support for
the development of the digital economy, and resource-based cities. Green
technological innovation, industrial structure upgrading, and resource
allocation optimization are pathways for GF and NI to jointly enhance the
CEP. Further analysis of the spatial system of the equation model using the
generalized three-stage least squares (GS3SLS) methodology found that there
were spatial interaction spillover effects among GF, NI, and CEP and that these
effects were better for a local area than for the surrounding neighboring cities.
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1 Introduction

The emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs), mainly carbon dioxide, has a profound
impact on human living environments and sustainable socioeconomic development. The
strategic goal of “striving to achieve carbon peaking by 2030 and carbon neutrality by 2060”
is China’s solemn commitment to addressing global climate change. It not only reflects
China’s image as a responsible and accountable big country but also fully demonstrates
China’s courage and determination to actively participate in global climate governance.

The promotion of a “dual-carbon” strategy is a complex systematic project that requires
a large amount of financial investment. The Chinese government estimates that achieving
carbon neutrality will require an investment of over 100 trillion RMB over the next 40 years
(Liu et al., 2022a). However, with its existing financial capacity, China’s contribution to the
financial investment in carbon emission management is only approximately 15%. In the
face of such a huge demand for carbon reduction funds and the pressure of economic
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transformation, the remaining financial gap can only be filled by
financial means, and green finance (GF) has become an inevitable
choice to comply with this trend. GF is an institutional arrangement
and the financial services provided to improve the environment,
conserve resources and cope with climate change, and promote the
development of low-carbon economy, which is important for
achieving the goal of “dual-carbon” (Zhang et al., 2022a). As a
new type of financial model, GF promotes the research,
development, and application of green technologies; promotes the
optimization of the energy structure and upgrading of the industrial
structure; optimizes the allocation of resources through the support
and guidance of tools, such as green loans, green bonds, green funds,
and green investments; and significantly reduces carbon emissions
(Gu et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2021). However, some scholars have also
shown that, owing to the influence of the performance appraisal
mechanism, lack of local government environmental protection
supervision, information asymmetry, and other factors, GF not
only fails to inhibit carbon emissions but also promotes an
increase in carbon emissions (Hasman et al., 2014; Mengze and
Wei, 2015; Soundarrajan and Vivek, 2016). Therefore, there is a need
for further research on the relationship between GF and
carbon emissions.

New infrastructure (NI) is an infrastructure construction in the
context of the development of digitalization, intelligence, and
networking, oriented to adapt to the needs of the new round of
technological revolution and change, led by the new development
concept, driven by technological innovation, based on information
networks, and oriented to the need for high-quality development to
provide services, such as digital transformation, intelligent
upgrading, convergence, and innovation (Ministry of Industry
and Information Technology, 2021). NI is an important initiative
for China to lead the new economic normal, support the digital
transformation of the economy and society, improve the efficiency
of resource allocation, improve people’s livelihoods, and enhance the
people’s sense of wellbeing, and it is also the key to fostering new
modes, new business models, and new industries, promoting the
transformation of old and new kinetic energy and the green
development of the economy (Zhang et al., 2023a). The outline
of the 14th Five-Year Plan for the National Economic and Social
Development of the People’s Republic of China and the Visionary
Goals for the Year 2035 state that it is necessary to “focus on
strengthening the support for digital transformation, intelligent
upgrading, and convergence and innovation and to lay out and
build new types of information infrastructures, convergence
infrastructures, innovation infrastructures, and other new types
of infrastructure.” The NI has the unique advantages of being
“intelligent, green, and safe,” requiring “low energy
consumption,” and producing “low emission” and “low
pollution.” It is important to compensate for the shortcomings of
China’s industrial development and promote carbon emission
reduction (Du et al., 2022). Currently, the effects of NI on
carbon emissions remain controversial. In addition to supporting
the view that NI is favorable for carbon emission reduction, some
studies suggest that NI promotes an increase in carbon emissions
(Tang and Yang, 2023). The construction of NI promotes the rapid
expansion of the digital economy, which significantly increases the
energy consumption for data transmission, storage, computation,
applications, and device connectivity (Hintemann, 2020). NI not

only emits large amounts of carbon dioxide during construction but
also stimulates the consumption behavior of the population, leading
to increased energy consumption and exacerbating the current
carbon emission situation (Tang and Yang, 2023).

Currently, China has the largest financial market and the world’s
largest and most technologically advanced NI. However, it still faces
major challenges in carbon emission reduction owing to its large
population, the complexity of the financial market, the huge amount
of capital required for NI construction, and its dependence on
resources for living and production. Therefore, exploring the
relationships among GF, NI, and carbon emission has become a
key driver of modern economic development and an important
factor in national competitiveness. As GF and NI are important
elements of high-quality development, can their organic
combination produce a “stacking effect” to further deepen the
impact on carbon emission? What are the mechanisms
underlying the relationships among GF, NI, and carbon
emission? Considering the heterogeneity of regions and cities, are
there any differences in the impacts of GF and NI on carbon
emissions? Through which paths do they influence carbon emission?

In view of this, this study adopted panel data from 285 Chinese
cities from 2011 to 2021 to explore the relationships among GF, NI,
and carbon emission performance (CEP). First, this study placed GF,
NI, and CEP into the same analytical framework and theoretically
analyzed the mechanisms and synergistic paths of GF and NI on the
CEP. The theoretical analysis showed that both GF and NI can not
only directly affect CEP but also through green technology
innovation, industrial structure upgrading, and resource
allocation optimization. Simultaneously, they have synergistic
effects that can promote each other to further deepen the effect
on CEP through the “superposition effect.” Second, the GF and NI
composite indexes were constructed, and improved vertical and
horizontal pull-out gearing methods were adopted in order to
measure China’s GF and NI composite indexes more
comprehensively and accurately. To overcome the contradiction
between the dual objectives of carbon emission reduction and
economic growth, this study adopted the non-expected output
SBM model to measure the CEP and indicate the level of carbon
emissions. Third, we examined the general impact, synergistic effect,
and transmission path of GF and NI on CEP. The results show that
GF and NI can effectively improve CEP, and the conclusion still
holds after the robustness test and endogeneity treatment. Their
synergistic effects can also effectively improve the CEP. Green
technology innovation, industrial structure upgrading, and
resource allocation optimization are common paths for GF and
NI to promote CEP. This study further explored the differences
between GF and NI in terms of their impacts on urban CEP under
heterogeneous factors, such as urban location, degree of
marketization, policy support for digital economy development,
and type of urban development. It was found that GF can
effectively promote CEP in all regions of China with a high
degree of marketization, policy support for digital economy
development, and resource-based cities, whereas NI can more
effectively promote CEP in eastern China with a higher degree of
marketization, policy support for digital economy development, and
resource-based cities. Finally, this study explored the spatial
interactive spillover effects among GF, NI, and CEP. It was found
that GF and NI have spatial interactive spillover effects on urban
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CEP; GF can effectively promote local CEP and NI construction, as
well as the CEP of neighboring cities; NI can effectively promote the
CEP and GF development of local and neighboring cities; and CEP
can, in turn, promote the GF development and NI construction of
local and neighboring cities, and the above effects are better on the
local than on the surrounding neighboring cities.

The marginal contributions of this paper are mainly as
follows: (1) on the basis of clarifying the connotation of GF,
NI, and CEP, we focus on the mechanism of the “superposition
effect” of the impact of GF development and NI construction on
CEP, analyze the synergistic effect of China’s GF and NI on CEP
and their complex influencing relationship, and enrich the new
topic of GF and NI, leading to low-carbon development; (2)
changing the characterization of previous studies using a single
indicator, comprehensively measuring GF and NI levels, and
adopting the non-expected output SBM model to measure CEP
make the study indicators more accurate, comprehensive, and
representative; and (3) a variety of econometric models were
used to comprehensively analyze the general effect, synergistic
effect, and spatial interactive spillover effect of GF and NI on
CEP, test the common conduction paths of the two influences on
CEP, and test the differences in the impacts of GF and NI on CEP
in terms of regional heterogeneity, the level of marketization, the
support of the digital economy development policy, the type of
urban development, and other heterogeneity perspectives. These
studies enrich the empirical evidence on this research topic and
help promote the depth of related research.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the theoretical foundations and research hypotheses;
Section 3 presents the research design; Section 4 presents the
results of the empirical analyses, and Section 5 presents the
conclusions and policy recommendations.

2 Research hypothesis

2.1 GF and CEP

The GF affects CEPmainly through the financial financing effect
(Zhang et al., 2022d). Corporate environmental governance is
usually characterized by a long cycle, high cost, high risk, and
high uncertainty and is limited by the high innovation cost of
green technology, which faces technical barriers and a shortage
of funds in the process of promoting green low-carbon technology.
GF, as an emerging financial model, can effectively solve the
problem of matching the supply and demand of green project
funds through the innovation of traditional financial instruments
and provide sufficient financial guarantee for the green
transformation of regional economy (Zhu et al., 2021). Therefore,
this study proposes the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: GF can improve CEP.

2.1.1 GF and green technological innovation
However, green technology innovation has high-risk, high-

input, and long-cycle characteristics, which makes it difficult for
enterprises to obtain effective support from traditional finance.
Enterprises relying only on their own funds usually find it

difficult to meet the needs of clean-tech production and green
product development. GF can provide enterprises with long-term
and stable financial support for green technological innovation
through credit, funds, and other low-cost financing channels,
continuously stimulate the willingness of enterprises’ to invest in
innovation and increase R&D, and strengthen the supervision of
green technological innovation through post-credit management,
thus enhancing the efficiency of green technological innovation and
promoting CEP (Zhang et al., 2022c). Based on these observations,
we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1a: GF improves CEP through the green technology
innovation effect.

2.1.2 GF and industrial structure upgrades
On one hand, GF can effectively cause a fund-orientation

effect, provide low-cost credits through policy guidance, direct
the flow of capital elements to energy-saving and environmental
protection industries, promote the expansion of green industries,
increase the production and consumption of clean energy,
optimize the structure of energy consumption, and promote
the upgrading of the industrial structure, thus achieving
emission reduction effects (Wang and Wang, 2021). On the
other hand, GF strictly controls the credit threshold of the
main body of the enterprise, assesses the environmental risk
and credit conditions of the enterprise, and, through the
crowding-out effect, imposes financing constraints on high
energy-consuming and high-polluting industries and
enterprises, restricts the development of high-polluting
enterprises, eliminates the pollution-intensive secondary
industry, shifts the focus of enterprise development to the
tertiary industry centered on high-tech and modern service
industries, and promotes the transformation and upgrading of
the regional industry so as to improve CEP (Gu et al., 2021).
Based on these observations, we propose the following
hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1b: GF improves CEP through the industrial structure
upgrading effect.

2.1.3 GF and resource allocation optimization
GF can increase new channels of green investment in society,

reduce the cost of financing, comprehensively assess the
environmental standards and emission status of the financing
subject through credit and post-lending links, reduce the degree
of information asymmetry, use the information disclosure
mechanism to have a financing penalty effect on high-pollution
enterprises, and effectively exert a supervisory effect on carbon
emission by the external public (Zhang et al., 2022d).
Additionally, by playing the function of incentives and
constraints to prompt green funds to knowledge, high-tech
intensive and other green energy-saving and environmental
protection industries, through the provision of diversified, multi-
level, and flexible allocation of funds, optimize the allocation of
resources and prompt financial institutions to participate directly in
environmental governance so as to promote green and low-carbon
development (Jiang et al., 2020). Therefore, this study proposes
research hypothesis 1c:
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Hypothesis 1c: GF improves CEP through the resource allocation
optimization effect.

2.2 NI and CEP

NI breaks down the spatial and temporal restrictions and
barriers between cities, which is conducive to strengthening the
real-time acquisition, analysis, and judgment of urban ecological
environmental data, such as CO2, enhancing the digital control
capability of carbon emissions, and reshaping the pattern of urban
environmental governance (Zhang et al., 2023a). NI provides spatial
attraction and impetus for socioeconomic activities and related
factors, enhances the spatial expansion of urban space and
internal value-adding, promotes the polycentricity of the urban
spatial structure, alleviates the problem of urban diseases caused
by the expansion of the urban scale and overconcentration of the
population, and effectively improves CEP (Zhang et al., 2023b). NI
will ultimately improve CEP by significantly increasing productivity;
improving energy efficiency; developing new and cleaner resources;
fostering low-energy production; promoting e-mobility, smart cities,
teleworking, and distance learning; encouraging individuals to use
digital devices to shape their consumption patterns and behaviors;
and changing their production and lifestyles (Zhang et al., 2023a;
Tang and Yang, 2023). In general, the increase in carbon emissions
due to NI construction is temporary, and the impact on carbon
reduction is long-lasting. With the increasing maturity of digital
technology and its operation, its own carbon emissions become
limited, and overall, NI can effectively improve CEP (Yang et al.,
2022). Therefore, this study proposes hypothesis 2:

Hypothesis 2: NI can improve CEP.

2.2.1 NI and green technological innovation
NI supported by digital technology can significantly reduce the cost

of information search, transmission cost, and knowledge dissemination
cost; accelerate the diffusion of technology and knowledge overflow;
accelerate the integration of technology and industry; deepen regional
cooperation; enhance the level and efficiency of regional innovation;
innovatively stimulate enterprises to increase R&D investment; and
promote enterprise independent innovation and industrial collaborative
innovation (Xu et al., 2019). NI provides the visual instant
communication environment and provides conditions for full
spillover of technological knowledge (Xie et al., 2021). Based on this,
we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2a: NI improves CEP through the green technological
innovation effect.

2.2.2 NI and industrial structural upgrades
NI endows machines and equipment with powerful learning and

computing capabilities; makes capital present digital and intelligent
trend construction; drives industrial digital development and digital
industrialization transformation; promotes the synergistic
development of software and hardware of AI, data center, cloud
computing, and other application scenarios; and assists enterprises
in their digital transformation by stimulating technological
innovation, expanding knowledge spillover, and optimizing the

market environment (Ren et al., 2021). NI promotes the
development of industrial structures toward high-precision
industries and the elimination of backward industries by
improving technology, substituting labor with capital, promoting
the dissemination of regional knowledge and technology, improving
core competitiveness, improving the efficiency of production factors,
and accelerating the high-end processes of industries, thus
effectively improving the level of CEP (Wang et al., 2023).
Accordingly, we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2b: NI improves CEP through the industrial structure
upgrading effect.

2.2.3 NI and resource allocation optimization
NI, with big data, artificial intelligence, industrial Internet, and

other technological advantages, fundamentally breaks through the
spatial obstacles to the flow of factors in the arithmetic and
algorithms to promote the various types of data elements that
can be fully circulated in the market, to overcome the drawbacks
caused by the asymmetric information, and to improve the efficiency
of resource allocation through the investment multiplier effect, the
industrial optimization effect, the network demonstration effect, and
the spatial spillover effect (Bakken, 2019). In addition, the
integration of NI and traditional industries can improve the
combination of inputs of different production factors in the real
economy, reduce the probability of factor mismatch, achieve
efficient allocation and use of factor resources, and thus,
effectively improve the level of CEP (Martínez et al., 2022).
Accordingly, we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2c: NI improves CEP through the resource allocation
optimization effect.

2.3 GF, NI, and CEP

The effective integration of NI centered on big data, cloud
computing, blockchain, 5G, and other digital technologies with
the financial system can effectively support the operational
efficiency of the financial system, reduce the operating costs of
financial institutions, improve the asymmetry of information and
the matching of supply and demand in the financial market, expand
the market’s supply potential, improve the efficiency of capital
allocation, and promote the agglomeration of financial resources
(Zhang et al., 2022d). The development of digital technology
promoted by NI can regulate and ensure the targeted input of
funds, effectively optimize the review process and supervision
mechanism of various investment projects, reduce the systematic
risk of financial institutions and the risk of investment across time,
form an effective and stable financial system, and promote the green
development of the local economy (Yang et al., 2022).

NI is an urban infrastructure representing a new round of
technological and industrial revolution and is an important
embodiment of capital. NI construction is characterized by high
capital demand, a long investment cycle, high fixed cost and low
marginal cost, and high degree of market operation, which require
diversified subjects to participate in the investment and construction
(Zhang et al., 2023a). In addition to government investments, most
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funds must be obtained throughmarket-oriented approaches. As a new
financial model, through policy and market mechanism design, it can
have a social capital mobilization effect, guide the social capital layout of
the green industry, and alleviate NI construction financing problems.
Only when supported by sufficient funds can NI construction gradually
improve to play the advantage of zero-cost diffusion, which can
effectively play a low-carbon green role (Raheem et al., 2020).

The aforementioned analyses show that GF and NI not only
contribute to CEP but also interact with each other to improve CEP.
Therefore, the following research hypothesis is proposed:

Hypothesis 3: GF and NI interact with each other and
synergistically improve CEP.

2.4 Spatial interaction spillover effects

Notably, GF and NI can transcend spatial limitations, not only
affecting local cities but also extending their impacts to neighboring
cities as well (Zhang et al., 2022d; Zhang et al., 2023a). The development
of GF andNI in local cities not only improves the CEP of local cities but
also shows potential to affect the CEP level of surrounding neighboring
cities (Zhang et al., 2024). In addition, gases are mobile, and GHGs are
no exception; CO2 can flow between different regions with clear spatial
dependence (Li and Li, 2020). Cities imitate each other in the process of
development and learn from each other’s advanced urbanmanagement
experiences, and cities in the same region show the same development
characteristics (Liu et al., 2022b). In addition, Section 2.2 shows that GF
and NI can interact with and mutually reinforce each other, thereby
improving CEP through the synergistic stacking effect. It is worthwhile
considering whether the change in the level of urban carbon emissions
may, in turn, influence the formulation of urban development policies,

in particular the GF development policy and the speed of NI
construction. In turn, CEP affects GF and NI. Therefore, hypothesis
4 is proposed.

Hypothesis 4: GF, NI, and CEP have spatial interaction
spillover effects.

The specific mechanism of action is shown in Figure 1.

3 Research design

3.1 Model

Based on the extended STIRPAT model, this study adopted
city–year fixed effects to study the impacts of GF and NI on CEP and
constructed the following model:

CEPit � α0 + α1GFit + α2NIit + βn ∑Xit + μi + γt + εit, (1)

where CEP denotes the city CEP; GF denotes the city GF
development level; NI denotes the combined level of NI
construction in the city; X is the remaining control variable; μi
and γt denote the city and year fixed effects, respectively; and εit
denotes the vector of random errors.

In this study, model 2 was constructed to examine the synergistic
effects of GF and NI on CEP.

CEPit � α0 + α1GFit + α2NIit + α3GFit × NIit + βn ∑Xit + μi + γt

+ εit. (2)

If α3 > 0 holds in model 2, then GF and NI have synergistic
effects and can promote each other to synergistically affect CEP;
thus, hypothesis 4 is valid.

FIGURE 1
Mechanism analysis of green finance (GF) and new infrastructure (NI) affecting carbon emission performance (CEP).
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In this study, we also constructed the following spatial system of
the simultaneous equation model to consider the spatial interaction
spillover effects among GF, NI, and CEP:

CEPit � α0 + ρ1WijCEPjt + α1GFit + α2NIit + α3WijGFjt + α4WijNIjt + αn ∑Xit + μ1 + γ1 + ε1
GFit � β0 + ρ2WijGFjt + β1NIit + β2CEPit + β3WijNIjt + β4WijCEPjt + βn ∑Xit + μ2 + γ2 + ε2 ,

NIit � δ0 + ρ3WijNIjt + δ1GFit + δ2CEPit + δ3WijGFjt + δ4WijCEPjt + δn ∑Xit + μ3 + γ3 + ε3

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(3)

where ρ represents the spatial lag regression coefficient; j(j ≠ i)
denotes neighboring cities around city i; and Wij is the spatial
weight matrix. This study uses a spatial economic geographical
matrix. When i ≠ j and regions i and j share a common
boundary, Wij � ei/∑s∈Jxs; otherwise, Wij � 0, where e denotes
the regional economic development level (GDP), s denotes the
region, and J is the set of all districts with adjacent borders to
city i.

3.2 Variables

3.2.1 CEP
In the study of carbon emission indicators, total carbon

emissions, carbon emission intensity, and CEP are typically
used. However, with the transformation of China’s economic
development paradigm and the tightening of energy and
environmental constraints, relying solely on a single-factor
carbon productivity indicator (i.e., GDP per unit of carbon
emissions) fails to capture the intricate reality of current
economic and social progress. Compared with the total carbon
emission indicators, CEP integrates various input factors and is a
more comprehensive measure that includes the factors of
economic development, which is the result of the combined
effect of the energy structure and factor substitution, and can
be interpreted as the total factor CEP (Zhang et al., 2022d).
Therefore, CEP was selected as a measure of carbon emission in
this study. CEP was calculated using the SBM non-expected
output model proposed by Tone (2020), where the input
variables were labor, capital, and energy; the expected output
was GDP; and the non-expected output was CO2 emissions.

3.2.2 GF
According to theGuidingOpinions onConstructing theGF System

(2016, No. 228), GF mainly comprises green credit, securities,
insurance, and investments (Zhang et al., 2022d). Referring to
existing studies and considering the actual development of GF in
China and data availability, four dimensions of green credit, green
securities, green insurance, and green investment, and six basic
indicators were selected to construct the evaluation index system of
the GF development level (Zhang et al., 2022b; Zhang et al., 2022d). The
details are presented in Table 1.

To eliminate inconsistencies in the order of magnitude and scale,
the raw data were first standardized using the extreme variance
method. Then, an improved vertical and horizontal pull-out gearing
method was used to calculate the GF development index for each
region during the sample period.

3.2.3 NI
The 2020 China Development and Reform Commission pointed

out that NI primarily includes three aspects: information
infrastructure, convergence infrastructure, and innovation
infrastructure. Compared to single indicators, such as the
number of Internet accesses, composite indicators can integrate
multiple indicator characteristics that are more representative and
theoretically significant. Starting from the connotation of NI, basic
indicators, such as broadband Internet base, mobile Internet base,
telecommunication base, and information and software scale, were
selected to construct the index system for measuring new
infrastructure (Zhao and Sun, 2022; Zhang et al., 2023a). The
same vertical and horizontal slotting methods were used to
assign weights to calculate the composite index (Table 2).

3.2.4 Remaining key control variables
Referring to Zhang et al. (2022d), Zhang et al. (2023a), and Tang

and Yang (2023), this study controlled other potential factors that
may affect CEP. They mainly included economic development,
energy consumption, population density, industrial structure,
technological inputs, openness, and urbanization level. Economic
development was measured using regional GDP per capita. The total
carbon emissions were estimated based on the consumption of

TABLE 1 GF indicator system.

Primary index Secondary index Tertiary index

Green finance Green credit Percentage of interest expenses of six energy-intensive industries = interest expenses of energy-intensive industries/
industrial interest expenses

Green securities Market capitalization of energy-saving and environmental protection enterprises = market capitalization of energy-saving
and environmental protection enterprises/total market capitalization of the company

Market capitalization share of the six energy-intensive industries = market capitalization of energy-intensive companies/
total company market capitalization

Green insurance Agricultural insurance payout ratio = agricultural insurance expenditure/agricultural insurance receipts

Agricultural insurance scale = agricultural insurance expenditure/total insurance expenditure

Green investment Share of public expenditure on energy conservation and environmental protection = financial expenditure on energy
conservation and environmental protection/GDP

Percentage of investment in environmental pollution control = amount of investment in pollution control/GDP
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14 fossil energy sources in the Energy Balance Sheet of the China
Energy Statistics Yearbook, using the reference methodology and
default parameters provided by the 2006 IPCC Guidelines for
National Greenhouse Gas Inventories and combining them with
the relevant parameters officially announced by China. The
technology level was measured using per capita financial
expenditure on science and technology. The forest coverage rate
was measured as the ratio of the forest area to the urban land area.
The urbanization rate was measured as the ratio of the urban
population to the total population of the region. The degree of
regional openness was measured using the ratio of the overall
regional imports and exports to the regional GDP. The degree of
government intervention was measured using the ratio of the fiscal
expenditure of the regional government to the regional GDP.

3.3 Data

The implementation effect of policies often depends on strict
constraints and the effective implementation of policies in
prefectural cities; therefore, a study using a large sample of
prefectural cities can objectively and effectively evaluate the
implementation effect of the relevant “dual-carbon” policies
formulated by the central government, as well as the provinces and
municipalities. In this study, a panel of 285 cities in China from 2011 to
2021 was selected for empirical analysis (excluding regions withmissing

data). The data were mainly collected from all relevant statistical
yearbooks and local statistical bureaus, as well as from the EPS,
CSMAR, WIND, relevant websites, and the Internet. Missing data
for cities in individual years were filled using linear interpolation.
Descriptive statistics for each variable are shown in Table 3.

4 Empirical results and analyses

4.1 Benchmark regression results

In this study, the mean variance inflation factor (mean VIF) was
used to test the model for multicollinearity, and the test results
showed that none of the values exceeded the critical value of 10;
therefore, it can be judged that the model variables do not have strict
multicollinearity problems. Using the F-test and Hausman test, this
study selected the panel data fixed-effects model for testing. The
results of the benchmark regression are shown in Table 4.

In Table 4, regression result (1) shows the effect of considering
only GF on CEP. The regression coefficient of GF and CEP was
0.3757 and significant at the 1% significance level, indicating that GF
can effectively enhance CEP. The test results supported H1. The
reason for this is that the most basic function of the GF is to raise and
allocate funds so that financial resources can enter the field of green
and low-carbon development in a more effectively way by
optimizing the allocation of resources, encouraging green

TABLE 2 NI indicator system.

Primary index Secondary index Tertiary index

New infrastructure Broadband Internet infrastructure Number of Internet broadband access subscribers

Mobile Internet fundamentals Number of mobile phone users

Telecommunications infrastructure Revenue from telecommunications services

Information and software scale Number of information transmission computer services

Software industry practitioners

TABLE 3 Descriptive statistics for each variable.

Variable Symbol Mean SD Minimum Maximum

CEP CEP 0.687 0.175 0.325 1.501

GF GF 0.187 0.109 0.070 0.749

NI NI 0.156 0.727 0.061 0.759

Technical input TEC 4.471 1.154 1.760 9.511

Forest cover GREEN 0.340 0.18 0.040 0.670

Openness level OPEN 0.270 0.289 0.007 1.443

Industrial structure INDU 0.479 0.105 0.111 0.893

Energy consumption structure STRU 0.730 0.305 0.197 2.517

Urbanization rate CRTY 0.580 0.120 0.340 0.900

Regional economic level PGDP 8.671 3.754 19.381 37.558

Level of government intervention GOV 0.264 0.115 0.119 0.758
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innovation, guiding the shift of enterprise production patterns to
low-carbon and environmentally friendly patterns, and improving
energy efficiency, thus enabling a significant increase in the CEP
(Song et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022d).

The regression result (2) showed the effect of considering only
the effect of NI on CEP. The regression results showed that NI
construction is also effective in improving CEP, which is in line with
research hypothesis 2. NI construction enables the government to
accurately and efficiently obtain data related to carbon emissions to
formulate appropriate carbon emission reduction measures (Zhang
et al., 2022a). Moreover, NI benefits enterprises by optimizing

resource allocation and upgrading production processes, thereby
improving CEP (Martínez et al., 2022). In addition, NI reshapes
consumers’ green awareness through the network and changes
consumption patterns, thereby promoting low carbon
consumption (Nudurupati et al., 2022). Therefore, NI can
effectively influence the behavior of governments, enterprises,
and residents, thus promoting the level of urban CEP.

Regression result (3) showed the effects of both GF and NI on
CEP. The regression results showed that both GF and NI could
effectively increase CEP levels. From the perspective of the control
variables, the elasticity coefficient of GDP per capita was positive but

TABLE 4 Benchmark regression results.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

0.6512***

(11.51)

GF 0.3757*** 0.2145*** 0.2051*** 0.1085***

(4.32) (4.51) (4.61) (5.12)

NI 0.1579** 0.1621*** 0.1684*** 0.0951***

(2.31) (3.25) (3.64) (4.52)

PGDP 0.4232 0.2954 0.3021 0.3054 0.4211

(1.24) (1.15) (0.05) (0.05) (1.09)

STRU −0.1542*** −0.1421*** −0.2516*** −0.2601*** −0.0821***

(-3.51) (-4.09) (-3.21) (-3.26) (-2.99)

INDU −0.2147*** −0.2801*** −0.2458*** −0.2460*** −0.1024***

(-4.21) (-3.91) (-3.51) (-3.62) (-5.01)

TEC 0.5521*** 0.5012*** 0.5123*** 0.5127*** 0.2941***

(4.95) (4.21) (3.96) (3.87) (5.12)

OPEN 0.0475** 0.0419** 0.0512*** 0.0541*** 0.0214***

(2.23) (2.41) (2.65) (2.71) (3.51)

CITY −0.0784 −0.0751 −0.0651 −0.0708 −0.1051*

(-1.24) (-1.60) (-1.61) (-1.64) (-1.87)

GREEN 0.0247*** 0.0254*** 0.0241*** 0.0240*** 0.0147***

(4.51) (4.62) (4.55) (4.55) (7.51)

GOV 0.1547*** 0.1544*** 0.1544*** 0.1543*** 0.2104***

(5.87) (5.79) (5.78) (5.14) (7.81)

GF × NI 0.0521***

(5.15)

Cons 9.9276*** 10.5167*** 8.9514*** 9.5712*** −2.6547***

(12.36) (11.62) (12.64) (13.57) (-18.15)

AR (2) 3.0621

(0.4125)

Saegan 149.64

(0.8746)

Note: pppp < 0.01, ppp < 0.05, and pp < 0.1; t-statistics are given in parentheses.
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not significant, indicating no notable relationship between economic
growth and carbon emissions. The regression coefficient between
the energy consumption structure and CEP was significantly
negative because coal-based fossil fuel combustion remained one
of the main sources of carbon emissions in China. The industrial
structure also significantly reduced CEP, suggesting that an
industrial structure dominated by secondary industries will
exacerbate carbon emissions and reduce CEP; therefore,
transformation of the industrial structure is urgent. The
regression coefficient between technological innovation and CEP
was significantly positive. Green technological innovation,
represented by green invention, effectively reduces energy
consumption through technological transformation and clean
production mode, which, in turn, increases CEP (Xie et al.,
2021). The regression coefficient between regional openness and
CEP was significantly positively correlated. Regions with a high
degree of openness were more inclined to absorb green investment
and obtain advanced management experience and green innovation
technology, which are conducive to CEP enhancement.

In regression result (4), we constructed the cross-term between
GF and NI to test the effect of the interaction between GF and NI on
CEP. The significant positive correlation between the cross-terms
and regression coefficients of CEP show that the two can coordinate
with each other, produce a superposition effect, and enhance the
ability to improve CEP. On one hand, NI can promote GF to better
play its role in capital financing and information disclosure and then
promote the urban CEP; on the other hand, GF can provide
sufficient funds to support the construction of NI and improve
the urban NI and then play its role in information transmission,
green innovation, resource saving, and efficiency enhancement, and
thus, enhance the CEP (Zhang et al., 2022d; Zhang et al., 2023a).
This finding is also in line with research hypothesis H3.

Because the core explanatory variables of this study, urban GF
and NI construction levels, use a synthetic composite indicator, the
regression estimation using only the panel data fixed-effects model
may be biased. Regression result (4) is the result of the regression
analysis using the systematic method of moment estimation to
consider the robustness of the regression results and avoid the

TABLE 5 Robustness test results.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

GF 0.3102*** 0.3081*** 0.3907*** 0.3171*** −0.2372***

(4.13) (4.07) (6.87) (5.367) (-3.52)

NI 0.0954*** 0.0792*** 0.2087*** 0.2117*** −0.2253***

(4.17) (3.58) (3.72) (3.421) (-4.31)

Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Note: pppp < 0.01, ppp < 0.05, and pp < 0.1; t-statistics are given in parentheses.

TABLE 6 Endogeneity test results.

GF CEP NI CEP CEP CEP

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

GF 0.1734***

(2.87)

L. GF 0.1972***

(11.57)

NI 0.0514***

(3.94)

L. NI 0.0817***

(20.87)

IV 0.0172*** 0.0153***

(4.23) (4.59)

Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES

LM 32.846*** 21.841*** 110.541*** 247.87***

F 50.65*** 15.39*** 330.15*** 547.41***

Note: pppp < 0.01, ppp < 0.05, and pp < 0.1; t-statistics are given in parentheses.
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effect of endogeneity. The generalized method of moment (GMM)
estimation is a commonly used method for solving the model
endogeneity problem and is divided into differential GMM (DIF-
GMM) and systematic GMM (SYS-GMM). Among them, SYS-
GMM combines the DIF-GMM model and the horizontal GMM
model, which can improve the estimation efficiency compared with
DIF-GMM estimation (Liu and He, 2019). The system generalized
moment estimation regression results show that the GF and NI
constructions can still effectively improve the CEP.

4.2 Robustness tests

In this study, three main methods were used: the entropy
weight method was used to re-measure GF and NI, the regression
of GF and NI with a one-period lag was used, the core explanatory
variables were replaced, and CO2 emission intensity was used
instead of CEP. The robustness test results are presented
in Table 5.

Regression results (1)–(3) show the regression results of the
remeasured GF and NI indices using the entropy method. Column
(1) shows the results of the regression of the newly measured GF,
column (2) shows the results of the regression of the newly
measured NI, and column (3) shows the results of the
regression analyses of both using the newly measured
indicators. As shown in Table 5, the regression results using the
new indicators indicate that both GF and NI were effective in
increasing CEP levels.

Regression results (4)–(6) show the regression results of the
lagging GF, NI, and both for one period. The regression results
showed that GF and NI can still effectively improve CEP after
adopting the lagged one-period variables, and the size of the
regression coefficients show that the regression results of the
lagged variables are larger, which indicates that the effect of GF
and NI on CEP has a certain lag, and the green and low-carbon
efficacy of both needs a certain amount of time to transform
(Raheem et al., 2020).

Regression result (7) showed the regression result after replacing
CEP with carbon emission intensity. The results showed that GF and
NI can effectively contribute to a reduction in carbon emission
intensity, thus verifying the robustness of the results.

4.3 Endogeneity treatment

Although this study attempted to control the factors affecting
CEP, the empirical results may still be affected by a number of
unobservable factors. To mitigate endogeneity problems due to
omitted variables, measurement errors, and reverse causality, this
study used instrumental variable estimation methods for
endogeneity (Table 6).

(1) GF endogeneity. The degree of financial market
sophistication is closely related to GF development, while
the number of historical banking institutions can reflect the
basis of current financial development, which, in turn, is
related to the level of GF development (Zhang et al., 2022d).
Considering that a time-varying trend was observed in the

development of GF and that the number of banking
institutions in history was cross-sectional data, the
interaction term of the number of branches of banking
institutions in 1935 multiplied by the green coverage rate
of each city lagged by three periods was used as an
instrumental variable, and the two-stage instrumental
variable method was chosen to deal with endogeneity. The
selection of instrumental variables must fulfill the two
conditions of correlation and exogeneity. The more
business outlets banking financial institutions have in each
region, the more convenient it is for enterprises to obtain
credit. In addition, cities with more business outlets of
financial institutions are generally located in economically
developed regions, where the government pays more
attention to environmental quality, which helps guide
credit funds to green and low-carbon development
industries and reduces credit fund support for high energy-
consuming and high-emission enterprises (Zhang et al.,
2022b). Therefore, it is highly correlated with carbon
emissions. In addition, the greening coverage of built-up
areas reflects the local green awareness; the stronger the
green awareness, the smoother the GF development, which
satisfies the correlation hypothesis. Moreover, greening
coverage is not directly related to pollutants and carbon
dioxide emissions, which is also exogenous. Therefore, it
satisfies the strict exogeneity of the instrumental variables.
The instrumental variable regression results show that GF has
a significantly positive effect on CEP, which is consistent with
the baseline results.

(2) NI endogeneity. Referring to the study by Zhang et al.
(2023a), who adopted traditional infrastructure variables
as instrumental variables of NI, this study selected the
interaction term between the number of letters sent per
capita and the number of Internet broadband users in
2000 as the instrumental variable. The “new” is relative
to traditional infrastructure, and its essence is still
infrastructure. The number of letters sent represents
several elements in the context of traditional
infrastructure, such as the level of logistics in each
region, the number of staff in the relevant industries,
and postal revenue, representing the predecessor of
digital infrastructure. The instrumental variable data
selected in this paper were 2,000, which is far from the
sample data of this study, while the number of letters sent
has almost no time effect (Zhang et al., 2023a). Therefore, it
had no significant effect on CO2 and satisfied the
exogenous condition. The instrumental variable
regression results showed that NI had a significant
positive effect on CEP, which is consistent with the
benchmark results.

In addition, with reference to the study by Hu et al. (2023), this
study also selected one-cycle lag GF and NI as instrumental
variables. Using data lagged by one cycle, a direct association
with the current cycle was ensured while avoiding a direct link
with the current cycle variable. This approach is consistent with
exogeneity. The regression results in columns (5) and (6) of Table 6
are consistent with those in the previous section.
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4.4 Heterogeneity analysis

The impacts of GF and NI on CEP vary across Chinese cities
owing to great differences in resource endowment, city size, and
geographical location (Zhang et al., 2023b). In this study, we tested
the heterogeneous effects of GF and NI on the impact of CEP
according to heterogeneous factors, such as geographic location,
market maturity, policy support for digital economy development,
and type of urban development (Table 7).

(1) Geographic location of cities. Based on the criteria of the
National Bureau of Statistics of China for dividing China into
three major regions, the sample was divided into eastern,
central, and western cities. The regression results are shown in

columns (1) and (2) in Table 7. Among these, GF effectively
promoted CEP in the eastern, central, and western cities of
China. However, by analyzing the size of the regression
coefficients, GF is more effective in promoting the CEP of
eastern cities. Simultaneously, NI can effectively promote the
CEP of the eastern cities, but its effect on the CEP of the
central and western cities is not significant. The significance
test of the difference in coefficients revealed that the p-values
of the regression coefficients of GF and NI among the eastern,
central, and western regions were 0.031 and 0.098,
respectively, and significant at the 10% and 1% significance
levels, respectively. This indicates a significant difference in
the regression coefficients among the eastern, central, and
western regions. Currently, cities in eastern China have a

TABLE 7 Heterogeneous effects of GF and NI on urban CEP.

Eastern Midwest High
market

Low
market

Policy
support

Ordinary
city

Resource
city

Non-resource
city

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

GF 0.2102*** 0.0345** 0.2022*** −0.1347** 0.1762*** 0.0633* 0.1975*** 0.1514

(6.13) (6.86) (3.07) (-5.88) (4.14) (1.76) (5.82) (3.28)

NI 0.0793*** 0.0261 0.0164*** 0.0125 0.1578*** 0.0745 0.1957*** 0.4647

(4.03) (1.01) (4.18) (1.51) (4.72) (0.731) (6.71) (1.47)

Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Observations 1,111 2,024 1,566 1,569 374 2,761 1,859 1,276

P-GF 0.031* 0.025*** 0.036* 0.126***

P-NI 0.098*** 0.051*** 0.108*** 0.057***

Note: pppp < 0.01, ppp < 0.05, and pp < 0.1; t-statistics are given in parentheses. P is the result of the intergroup coefficient difference test conducted using the bootstrap method to extract samples

1,000 times.

TABLE 8 Mechanism test of green technology innovation.

Variant (1) (2) (3) (4)

TI 0.0329** −0.0523** −0.097* 0.0127

(2.33) (-2.31) (-1.78) (1.06)

GF 0.2439*** 0.2627*

(5.64) (1.87)

NI 0.1258*** 0.1035***

(2.97) (3.17)

GF × TI 0.1226*** −0.4217

(2.97) (-0.79)

NI × TI 0.0235** −0.0141*

(2.39) (-1.71)

GF × NI × TI 0.0826**

(2.09)

Controls YES YES YES YES

Note: pppp < 0.01, ppp < 0.05, and pp < 0.1; t-statistics are given in parentheses.
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more complete digital infrastructure and stricter
environmental protection measures, better human capital,
a strong awareness of low-carbon and environmental
protection among residents, and a greater demand for low-
carbon products, forcing GF and NI to support the
development of low-carbon projects and product
production (Zhang et al., 2023b). However, the economic
structure of the central and western regions lags behind that
of the eastern regions, and traditional industries account for a
high proportion; therefore, the influence of GF and NI on
urban CEP is still in the primary stage. Moreover, the pressure
of economic development is greater in the central and western
regions, which are more willing to focus on economic
construction than on reducing carbon emissions (Zhang
et al., 2023a).

(2) Marketization level. Referring to the marketization index
compiled by Fan et al. (2010), based on the median of the
index, the sample is divided into cities with a “high level of
market intermediary organization development” and cities
with a “low level of market intermediary organization
development.” GF and NI have a significant positive effect
on CEP at a high level of market intermediary organizational
development, whereas GF exerts a significant negative effect
on CEP at a low level. The effect of the NI on CEP in low
markets is not significant. The test of significance of the
difference in coefficients showed a significant difference in
the regression coefficients between the two groups. The
industrial structure and green technology innovation
effects of GF and NI are stronger in markets where GF
and NI have a more robust market intermediary
organization development and are more effective on CEP
(Hu et al., 2021). The above study shows that the difference in
the development of market intermediary organizations
significantly influences the effects of GF and NI on CEP.

(3) Policy support for urban digital economy development.
According to China’s smart city “white paper” and big
data comprehensive pilot zone division standards, pilot
cities are mostly cities with higher administrative levels in
each province. Therefore, according to the list of China’s
smart city pilot units and the national administrative level,
this study defined pilot cities, municipalities, provincial
capitals, and sub-provincial cities as cities with policy
support for the development of the digital economy and
the rest of the cities as ordinary cities. Generally, high-level
cities are more active in market economy and infrastructure
development than general cities (Zhang et al., 2023b). The
results of the grouped regression are shown in columns (4)
and (5) of Table 7. Among them, both GF and NI in high-level
cities enhanced urban CEP at the 1% significance level,
whereas in ordinary cities, GF only enhanced urban CEP
at the 10% significance level, and NI did not have a significant
effect on urban CEP. The test of significance of the difference
in coefficients showed a significant difference in the
regression coefficients between the two groups. This is
because high-level cities can enjoy more policy favors from
the state and are more sensitive to the development of the
digital economy, and the green effects of GF and NI are more
effective (Zhou et al., 2021).

(4) Urban development types. The economic development of
resource-based cities is dominated by industries involved
in the extraction and processing of natural resources.
According to China’s National Sustainable Development
Plan for Resource-Based Cities (2013–2022), the city
sample was divided into resource-based and non-resource-
based cities. The regression results in columns (8) and (9)
show that GF and NI can effectively increase CEP in resource-
based cities, whereas in non-resource-based cities, the effects
of GF and NI on CEP are not significant. The test of
significance of the difference in coefficients showed a

TABLE 9 Mechanism test for industrial structure optimization and
upgrading.

Variant (1) (2) (3) (4)

IU 0.3122*** −0.3031 0.0271 0.2189

(7.09) (-1.31) (0.69) (0.76)

GF 0.2135*** 0.3204***

(3.12) (3.87)

NF 0.1391** 0.2210*

(3.41) (2.17)

GF × IU 0.2146*** 0.1424**

(4.15) (2.51)

NI × IU 0.3201*** −0.2916**

(4.90) (-2.11)

GF × NI × IU 0.2117***

(3.09)

Controls YES YES YES YES

Note: pppp < 0.01, ppp < 0.05, and pp < 0.1; t-statistics are given in parentheses.

TABLE 10 Mechanism test for resource allocation optimization.

Variant (1) (2) (3) (4)

RA 0.1521*** 0.2313* 0.1274*** 0.0197***

(3.14) (1.74) (3.69) (2.41)

GF 0.1224* 0.2241*

(2.12) (1.87)

NI 0.3211* 0.1302

(1.71) (1.17)

GF × RA 0.0314** −0.2122***

(2.15) (-3.51)

NI × RA 0.2315*** −0.1201

(4.91) (-1.11)

GF × NI × RA 0.2521***

(3.59)

Controls YES YES YES YES

Note: pppp < 0.01, ppp < 0.05, and pp < 0.1; t-statistics are given in parentheses.
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significant difference in the regression coefficients between
the two groups. This indicates that GF and NI are more
effective in enhancing CEP in traditional resource-based
cities. Traditional resource-based cities rely on energy-
intensive and highly polluting industries related to
traditional resources, resulting in high carbon emissions
(Che and Wang, 2022). GF and NI play key roles in
helping resource-based cities upgrade the existing
industrial model, promote transformation and upgrading,
and reduce carbon emissions (Bakken, 2019).

4.5 Underlying mechanisms

4.5.1 Technological innovation
The technological innovation (TI) effect refers to the use of digital

technologies, such as Internet technology, big data analysis, and artificial
intelligence, to innovate and optimize the industrial developmentmodel
(Zhao et al., 2023). This effect can be used in production and life to
promote the target subject to carry out green-based technological
innovation, which, in turn, improves the resource utilization rate to
reduce the pollution emission in production and life or improves the
pollutant treatment technology and efficiency, which, in turn, improves
CEP (Xie et al., 2021). In this study, the level of green technological
innovation was expressed and specifically measured by the ratio of the
number of granted green patents to the total number of patent
applications in the year (Zhang et al., 2023a). The regression results
are presented in Table 8.

Column (1) shows that green technological innovation had a
significantly positive effect on CEP. Column (2) shows that the GF

and green technological innovation cross-multiplier term were
significant at the 1% level, indicating that GF can strengthen the
enhancement effect of green technological innovation on CEP,
which is consistent with the theoretical analysis in the previous
section. Column (3) shows that the estimated coefficient of NI and
the green technological innovation cross-multiplier term were
significantly positive at the 5% significance level, which indicates
that NI is an important moderating variable of green technological
innovation affecting CEP. The regression coefficient of GF × NI × TI
in column (4) was also significantly positive at the 5% significance
level, and combined with the positive regression results of green
technological innovation and CEP in column (1), it can be observed
that the construction of GF and NI can jointly promote CEP
enhancement through the green technological innovation
channel. In addition, comparing the size of the regression
coefficients of the TI term in column (1) and the GF × NI × TI
term in column (4), we found that the regression coefficients of the
latter term were large, indicating that the synergistic effects of GF
and NI significantly enhanced CEP promotion through green
technological innovation. These results are consistent with
hypotheses 1a and 1b.

4.5.2 Industrial structure upgrading
Industrial upgrading (IU) implies that highly polluting and

energy-consuming industries will be eliminated, strategic
emerging industries and modern service industries will be
accelerated, pollutant emissions such as carbon dioxide and soot
in production will be reduced, and production and consumption
patterns will become more sustainable (Gu et al., 2021). Specifically,
the industrial upgrading index is calculated by assigning weights of
1, 2, and 3 to primary, secondary, and tertiary industries,
respectively. Higher values indicate more significant industrial
upgrades (Zhang et al., 2023a). Table 9, result (1), shows that
upgrading the industrial structure can effectively promote CEP.
Result (2) shows that GF is an important moderating variable in
industrial structure upgrades that affect the CEP enhancement.
Regression result (3) shows that NI is an important moderating
variable in industrial structure upgrading to enhance CEP.
Regression result (4) shows the regression results of the cross-
multiplier terms GF, NI, and industrial structure upgrading,
showing that the three cross-multiplier terms are significantly
positively related to CEP. Combined with the positive regression
results of industrial structure upgrading and CEP in column (1), it
can be observed that GF and NI can synergistically promote
industrial structure upgrading and then promote CEP.
Comparing the significance level and size of the regression
coefficients of the IU term in column (1) and the GF × NI × IU
term in column (4) showed that the regression coefficients of the
cross-multiplier term are large, indicating that the synergistic effect
of the construction of GF and NI significantly strengthens the
promotion effect of industrial structure upgrading on CEP. These
results are consistent with hypotheses 2a and 2b.

4.5.3 Resource allocation
The reallocation of resource factors, such as labor, capital, and

technology, can effectively improve the efficiency of resource use
and the economic cycle, reduce the production of pollutant
emissions, and enhance CEP (Jiang et al., 2020). Zhang et al.

TABLE 11 Regression results of spatial interaction spillover effects of GF, NI,
and CEP.

CEP GF NI

(1) (2) (3)

CEP 0.0439*** (5.16) 0.0125** (2.51)

GF 0.3277*** (4.32) 0.5179*** (7.12)

NI 0.0378*** (5.12) 0.0721*** (4.92)

W × CEP 0.7406** (2.04) 0.0122** (2.41) 0.0023* (1.71)

W × GF 0.1229** (2.31) 0.8636*** (4.26) −0.0534** (−1.99)

W × NI 0.0092** (2.09) 0.0017* (1.91) 0.4027** (2.77)

PGDP 0.2440 (1.03) 0.1425*** (4.54) 0.4121*** (9.74)

STRU −0.1263*** (−4.14) 0.0827* (1.74) 0.1147*** (3.18)

INDU −0.1748*** (−4.21) 0.1427*** (3.34) 0.0194** (2.53)

INO 0.4127*** (4.08) 0.2417*** (5.18) 0.1389*** (5.12)

OPEN 0.0231*** (3.23) 0.1727*** (4.12) 0.2074*** (3.57)

CITY −0.0724 (−1.24) 0.2104* (1.66)

GOV 0.1537*** (5.87) 0.0844** (2.34) 0.1912*** (3.12)

GREEN 0.0224*** (4.51)

Note: pppp < 0.01, ppp < 0.05, and pp < 0.1; t-statistics are given in parentheses.
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(2019) reported that the optimization of resource allocation (RA) is
characterized using the total factor productivity calculated from
urban employment and fixed asset investment. Column (1) of
Table 10 shows that resource allocation effectively enhanced
CEP. Result (2) shows that the GF is an important moderating
variable for resource allocation optimization that influences CEP
enhancement. Similarly, result (3) shows that NI was a significant
moderating variable for resource allocation optimization to enhance
CEP. Result (4) is the regression result of the cross-multiplier terms
of GF, NI, and RA, which shows that the cross-multiplier terms of
the three were significantly positively related to CEP. Combined
with the positive regression results of resource allocation
optimization and CEP in column (1), it can be observed that GF
and NI can synergistically promote the optimization of resource
allocation and then promote the improvement of CEP. Comparing
the significance level and size of the regression coefficients of the RA
term in column (1) and the GF × NI × RA term in column (4)
showed that the regression coefficients of the cross-multiplication
term were large, indicating that the synergistic effects of GF and NI
significantly enhance the promotion of resource allocation
optimization on CEP. These results are consistent with
hypotheses 1c and 2c.

4.6 Spatial interaction spillover effects of GF,
NI, and CEP

In this study, we used the spatial system of simultaneous
equation model (3) and investigated the spatial interaction
spillover effects among the three using the generalized three-
stage least squares (GS3SLS) method, which is used to estimate
the overall spatial and considers the spatial correlation and
possible correlation between the stochastic perturbation terms
of the endogenous variable potential equations, which
improves the validity of the estimation results (Rey and
Boarnet, 2004).

A spatial correlation test was conducted using the Moran
index with a spatial geoeconomic matrix, and the test results
confirmed the spatial correlations among GF, NI, and CEP. As
shown in Table 11, GF, NI, and CEP had significant spatial
interaction spillover effects. The specific results are as follows:
regression result (1) shows that local GF and NI can effectively
enhance the CEP of local and neighboring cities. However, the
effect of both on local CEP was larger than that on neighboring
cities. Successful GF programmers and convenient and low-cost
NI facilitate the exchange of environmental governance
experience and technical cooperation between neighboring
cities (Rissman et al., 2020). GF and NI expand the
geographical flow boundaries of the factors of production
materials, improve the efficiency of resource utilization by
market-based financial regulation and remote monitoring,
effectively promote the dissemination of green, low-carbon,
and environmental protection awareness, and increase CEP
through joint regional environmental prevention and control
(Zhang et al., 2022d; Zhang et al., 2023a; Zhang et al., 2024). Local
CEP is equally effective in enhancing neighboring CEP.

Regression results (2) show that both local CEP and NI can
effectively promote the development of local GF and neighboring

GF and that the effect of both on local GF is equal to that on
neighboring GF. The enhancement of CEP is in line with the
concept of green development in China and, thus, can further
promote the development of GF, effectively supporting green and
low-carbon development. The NI provides information about digital
infrastructure support and services for GF development and, therefore,
can also effectively promote the development of GF. Forced by the
competitive pressure of governmental environmental performance
assessments, local governments actively develop GF, which can also
promote its development in the surrounding neighboring cities (Zhang
et al., 2022a). Simultaneously, the local development of NI and the
spread of the digital economy to neighboring cities cause a spillover of
green development resources and environmental protection
technologies, which can likewise promote the development of GF in
neighboring cities. Local GF also significantly promotes GF
development in neighboring cities.

Regression result (3) shows that the local CEP can effectively
promote local and neighboring NI construction, and the effect on
local NI is greater than that on neighboring land. Local GF
significantly promotes local NI but inhibits neighboring NI
construction. GF provides a large amount of funds for NI
construction, but in the case of a limited total amount of funds,
more green investment received locally will affect the scale of green
funds invested in neighboring areas through the crowding-out effect
(Liu et al., 2022a). Benefiting from the benefits of NI, neighboring
governments will develop NI vigorously by mimicking a competitive
effect (Zhang et al., 2023a). The above findings are also in line with
previous research hypothesis H4.

4.7 Discussion

Previous studies have mainly focused on examining the impact
of GF and NI on carbon emission separately (Zhang et al., 2022d;
Zhang et al., 2023a). With the advent of the digital economy, the
development of GF cannot be separated from the support of digital
technology, although it can provide for the construction of NI.
The construction of the NI provides a hardware foundation for
the progress of digital technology, which, in turn, provides technical
support for GF development. Therefore, it is important to explore
whether there is a superimposed effect on the carbon emission
impacts of GF and NI. If this effect exists, what is their common
mechanism for effacing carbon emission? Is there a heterogeneous
character in regard to the impact of both on carbon emission?
However, these questions remain unanswered in previous studies.

Based on existing studies, this study characterized carbon
emission levels by CEP and comprehensively measured the levels
of GF and NI. Using the panel data fixed effects model, it was found
that GF and NI can not only enhance CEP separately but also have a
superimposed effect on each other, which further enhances CEP.
Green technology innovation, industrial structure upgrading, and
resource allocation optimization are common paths for both GF and
NI to promote CEP. The impacts of GF and NI on CEP are
heterogeneous in terms of the geographic location, level of
marketization, policy support for the development of the digital
economy, and type of urban development. Further research found
that there are also spatial interaction spillover effects among GF,
NI and CEP.
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Although this study quantitatively analyzed how GF and NI
influence CEP and provided novel insights, it is important to
acknowledge the inherent limitations of our study. For example,
we used a range of approaches to avoid the effects of endogeneity,
and the instrumental variable approach to endogeneity testing
selected separate instrumental variables for GF and NI. If
common instrumental variables of GF and NI can be identified
in future research, this will make the conclusion of the synergistic
impact of the two more reliable. In addition, this study first used a
panel data fixed-effects model and then considered the spatial
spillover effect. In future research, we will further discuss the
spatial effects of the synergy between GF and NI and include
factors such as urban distance. Finally, it is imperative to
recognize that the generalizability of our results may be
constrained by specific country-level features within the sample.
Further research is necessary to evaluate the applicability of these
findings in a diverse range of contexts.

Despite these limitations, our study has important implications
for promoting low-carbon, green development in Chinese economy.
The insights provided are valuable for policymakers and researchers.
In addition, this study is of theoretical and demonstrative
significance, given that energy transition requires substantial
financial and technical support. This not only re-validates the
green effect of carbon emission reduction of GF and NI but also
demonstrates the synergistic impact between them. This study
showed that the GF and NI can promote each other to further
deepen their ability to improve CEP. In addition, the study further
finds that an improvement in urban CEP has an impact on urban GF
and NI, which provides theoretical guidance and policy support for
urban green development, financial policy formulation, and NI
construction.

5 Conclusion and policy
recommendations

5.1 Main conclusion

In this study, the intrinsic relationships among GF, NI, and
CEP were investigated using panel data from 285 Chinese cities
from 2011 to 2021. The following main conclusions were drawn:
(1) GF and NI can not only effectively promote the level of CEP but
also synergistically enhance CEP through the superposition effect
and mutual reinforcement; (2) heterogeneity analysis shows that
GF can effectively promote CEP in all regions of China, high
marketization levels, high administrative levels, and resource-
based cities, while NI can effectively promote CEP in the east,
high marketization levels, high administrative levels, and resource-
based cities; (3) green technological innovation, industrial
structure upgrading, and resource allocation optimization are
important common paths for GF and NI to enhance CEP; (4)
local GF can effectively promote local CEP and NI and neighboring
CEP and inhibit the surrounding neighboring NI, while NI
construction can effectively promote local and neighboring CEP
and GF. Simultaneously, CEP can promote local GF and NI and the
GF and NI of surrounding neighboring cities. However, the effect
of the above objects on the local area is greater than the effect on
the surrounding neighboring cities.

5.2 Policy recommendations

The development of GF markets should be continued. We
should continue to improve the GF market, establish a sound
legal and regulatory system for GF, establish effective incentive
mechanisms, and guide financial resources toward green and low-
carbon projects. The use of digital and Internet technologies should
be promoted to actively innovate carbon finance products.

This further strengthens the construction of new infrastructure,
increasing investment in new infrastructure, accelerating the deep
integration of new infrastructure with various industries, and fully
utilizing policy guidance to ensure the stable development of new
infrastructure. We should pay attention to regional development
differences, strengthen interregional connections, actively cooperate in
infrastructure construction with neighboring regions, and promote the
sharing of cross-regional infrastructure equipment and resources.

Continue to deepen cooperation and development between GF
and NI, with a focus on regional cooperation and promoting
technological innovation, upgrading industrial structure, and
optimizing resource allocation of enterprises through the synergy
effect between the two. Strengthen the cultivation of consumer
awareness of green consumption, promoting green and low-
carbon lifestyles.
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